Abstract. With the science and technology progress, CNC system is towards high performance, high precision, high speed, high flexibility and modularity. The traditional computer numerical control (CNC) system is mostly special equipment; users can't extend the function of the numerical control equipment, to meet their special needs. The reuse and reconfigurable ability for the control procedure is required in open CNC system. The Real-time control system library is applied in the software development process in numerical control system. In this paper, a CNC system based on RCS is design. Principle of communication based on RCS is firstly described, and then implementation of CNC based on RCS is completed. The modifications of the specific behavior of the machine tool and operating are limited on local control program, thus greatly improving the openness of CNC system.
is the flow of information or data flow between the subtasks, and select which task sequence to produce the desired performance and so on [9] . Figure 1 . The structure of a single concurrent process module using NML The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, principle of communication based on RCS is described. The implementation of CNC based on RCS is completed in section III. The several concluding remarks are made in section IV.
Principle of Communication Based on RCS
The RCS design method provides a concise, standard architecture, the key is to use the CMS and NML communication tools in the RCS library.
CMS provides access to a fixed-size buffer of general data to multiple reader or writer processes on the same processor, across a backplane, or over a network. Regardless of the communication method required, the interface to CMS is uniform.
NML formerly known as the Neutral Manufacturing Language provides a higher level interface to CMS. It provides a mechanism for handling multiple types of messages in the same buffer as well as simplifying the interface for encoding and decoding buffers in neutral format and the configuration mechanism. Fig. 2 illustrate the structure of a typical RCS application using NML. The application is distributed across three computers. Processes 1, 2, and 3 are able to write directly into the shared memory buffers they use because they are located in the same computer or backplane. It is for this reason that they are labeled "LOCAL". Processes 4, 5 and 6 can only access the buffers through an NML Server and are therefore labeled "REMOTE". The description might need to be complicated in a system with buffers in more than one machine. Processes would then need to be described as local or remote with respect to a particular buffer.
Implementation of Computer Numerical Control Based on RCS
According to task partitioning of numerical control, the CNC system is divided into man-machine interface module, and the task controller module, I/O controller module, motion controller module. The first three modules in non-real-time user space, motion controller module in real-time space. With non-real-time user mode between modules, the system adopts mature RCS library to build stable communication, and between non real-time controller module and real-time motion controller module, the shared memory way has been adopted for the internal communication.
Definition of Communication Channel. In order to pass information between RCS modules, inevitably there is a communication channel between the modules. To establish communication between processes, must have two conditions: determine the memory buffer can be shared and establish process to access the buffer. The communication channel between buffer and processes is founded by calling the NML functions, as for which RCS process access to which buffer is specified by NML configuration file. NML configuration files are ASCII file, the file is a list of buffer and processes, included in the list items can be the size of the shared memory buffer, buffer address, access to the buffer, which process access which buffer, control process for the buffer and so on [10] .
The communication structure as shown in Fig. 3 , the command messages from the upper module is passed to the lower modules, namely the upper module request the implementation of an operation. Status messages to their parent module from the underlying module, the message is reflect the characteristics of the underlying module current state of data information. By the above description, the task controller is the scheduling and decision center of the CNC system, and I/O controller is only responsible for the I/O status update, without any decision. So, the only task controller to the error channel between HMI.
Task controller is the core of the whole system, it respond for the task scheduling and the coordination of the of information transfer between the HMI module, the motion controller module and the I/O controller module.According to the different characteristics and requirements of the real-time communication between tasks,the RCS library based on the shared memory and the communication mechanism of NML have been used. Do not require a high communication rate between task controller module and man-machine interface, the average communication time of not less than 1/10 seconds, after taking into account for the development of the remote monitoring module, so the use of NML communication mechanism of RCS database in the system.NML supports the TCP/UDP communication protocol, multiple processes and support read the information in different location to satisfy the above requirements.
Realtime Communication. Motion controller is a real-time thread running in kernel mode. As a result of pipeline message communication mechanism for the RCS is only applicable to user mode between common tasks, so it cannot be used between motion controller and task controller. Ihe shared memory mechanism provided by the RTLinux or RTAI kernel is adopted between motion controller and task controller.
Make NML Application. Define NML Message Vocabulary with C++ Class. In RCS design, designers need to determine the type of transfer of information between different modules. Typical message should include the following three parts: save the message size and a unique identifier (ID) of variable data, data variables as the application details, and the update () function. The update () function is the function of tell NML how to update, encoding or decoding, and encoded can perform message identification number of read and write operations. The class diagram for status information of task controller is shown in Fig. 4 . The class diagram for command information of task controller is shown in Fig. 5 . Create NML Configuration File. Most of the options available in CMS are specified in a configuration file. There should be one line in the file for every buffer that is required and every process using CMS should have one line for every buffer it accesses. Currently there is no difference between a CMS configuration file and an NML configuration file. The files may contain only ASCII characters, and can be generated with any text editor.
Local processes can connect to buffers using GLOBMEM, SHMEM, FILEMEM or LOCMEM. Remote processes can connect using TCP, UDP or RPC.
SHMEM is intended for communications between tasks managed by the same operating system. The operating system allocates the memory to be shared so users do not need to specify one. Users have a choice of mutual exclusion techniques with include something similar to GLOBMEM's method, using an operating system semaphore or mutex, or disabling and enabling context switching or interrupts during the appropriate critical sections.
Create Connections to NML Buffers in Programs. Finally,create connections to NML buffers in the programs and call read and write methods in programs to transfer messages. The communication among various modules could be achieved by RCS for the CNC system.
At the same time of the task initialization, the channel of command, status, errors will be initialized based on the NML communication configuration file. The channels will be closed when the exit of the task controller. By the peek function call through command channel, the control information is read into the task controller; through write function call through state channel, state information will be transmitted out to the HMI of the CNC; by the write function call through the error channel, the error description string information will be sent out to the HMI.
Conclusion
Recently, the reusable and reconfigurable capability is researched for the development of open architecture CNC system as an important performance. In this paper, a CNC system based on RCS is design. Firstly, Principle of communication based on RCS is described. Then, the implementation of CNC based on RCS is completed. Finally, the several conclusions are remarked in the last section. The principle of RCS, the development method is adapted to the task development of CNC system, which is convenient for numerical control system to realize the structural remodeling and function expansion. It has greatly improved the openness capability of CNC system.
